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MEDIA RELEA SE February 12, 1988
UM M ICRO BIO LO G IST GETS LARGE GRANT 
FOR RESEARCH INTO  AGING PROCESS
M ISSOULA —
Aging. It's like the weather: we all complain about it but
can't do much about it.
For 30 years, though, Barbara Wright, a University of 
Montana research professor of microbiology, has been working on 
the problem by studying the aging process in a microorganism 
called the dictyostelium. She recently received a $153,080 grant 
from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' National 
Institute on Aging to continue her study.
"The end goal," she said, "is to understand the biochemical 
mechanisms which underly cellular differentiation in all living 
organisms."
Differentiation is the key to the aging process, Wright 
said. "You cannot age until you differentiate -- you have to 
grow and develop before you can age. The mechanisms of aging 
follow from and depend upon the mechanisms of differentiation.
So when you study one, you study the other."
Wright uses the dictyostelium organism for her research 
because, biochemically speaking, it's simple and easy to analyze. 
"It has only two cell types," she said. "The human organism has 
about 150 specialized cell types."
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But, she said, "comparative biochemistry has shown us that 
what's going on in dictyostelium cells is the same kind of thing 
that goes on in more complicated cells like human cells."
Since beginning her research on aging 30 years ago at the 
National Institutes of Health, Wright has received nearly $3.5 
million in grant funds.
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